Electron Propagator Methods for Vertical Electron Detachment Energies of Anions: Benchmarks and Case Studies.
Ab initio electron propagator methods are efficient and accurate means of calculating vertical electron detachment energies of closed-shell, molecular anions with nuclei from the first three periods. Basis set extrapolations enable definitive comparisons between electron propagator results and benchmarks defined by total energy differences obtained with coupled-cluster, single, double, plus perturbative triple substitution theory. The best compromises of accuracy and efficiency are provided by the renormalized, partial third-order, diagonal (P3+) self-energy and by the nondiagonal, renormalized, second-order (NR2) approximation. The outer-valence Green function, the two-particle-one-hole Tamm-Dancoff approximation, the third-order algebraic diagrammatic construction, and the renormalized third-order methods also are examined. A detailed analysis of errors for small anions is performed. Case studies include F-(H2O) and Cl-(H2O) complexes, C5H5-, two P2N3- pentagonal rings, and a superhalide, Al(BO2)4-, whose electron detachment energy is more than double those of the halide anions. These applications illustrate the versatility of electron propagator methods, their utility for interpreting negative-ion photoelectron spectra, and their promise in the discovery of unusual properties and patterns of chemical bonding. Composite methods, which combine basis set effects calculated at the relatively efficient diagonal, second-order level and higher correlation effects calculated with small basis sets, provide excellent estimates of basis set-extrapolated P3+ or NR2 results and facilitate applications to large molecules. In the P3+ and NR2 methods, a judicious choice of low-order couplings between hole operators that correspond to the assumptions of Koopmans's theorem and operators that describe final-state relaxation and polarization and initial-state correlation leads to predictive accuracy, computational efficiency, and interpretive lucidity.